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Individuals diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are often comorbid for substance use disorders. Cannabis is widely
used by PSTD patients, and the literature is mixed on whether cannabis use ameliorates or exacerbates patient responses to stress-
associated conditioned stimuli (stress-CS). We determined if cannabis use affects responsivity to stress-CS in rats receiving 2 h stress
in the presence of an odor stress-CS. Three weeks after acute stress, rats self-administered cannabinoids (delta9-
tetrahydrocannabinol+ cannabidiol; THC+ CBD) for 15 days, and the stressed males consumed more THC+ CBD than sham males.
We then used the stress-CS or a novel odor (stress-NS) to reinstate THC+ CBD seeking. Surprisingly, the stress-NS reinstated THC+
CBD seeking, an effect blocked by N-acetylcysteine. Moreover, the stress-CS inhibited THC+ CBD-CS induced reinstatement. To
determine if the unexpected effects of stress-NS and -CS resulted from THC+ CBD altering conditioned stress, the effect of THC+
CBD use on stress-NS/CS-induced coping behaviors and spine morphology was quantified. In THC+ CBD-treated rats, stress-NS
increased active coping (burying). Conversely, stress-CS reduced active coping and increased passive coping (immobility) and other
behavioral parameters associated with stress responses, including self-grooming and defecation. Transient spine head expansion in
nucleus accumbens core is necessary for cue-induced drug seeking, and THC+ CBD self-administration prevented the increase in
head diameter by stress-CS in control rats. These data show THC+ CBD self-administration altered the salience of environmental
cues, causing neutral cues to promote active behavior (drug seeking and burying) and stress-CS to switch from active to passive
behavior (inhibiting drug seeking and immobilization). We hypothesize that cannabis may exacerbate conditioned stress responses.
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INTRODUCTION
Experiencing a single traumatic event induces post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) in a subpopulation of people [1]. A person with
PTSD is 2–4 times more likely to have a substance use disorder
(SUD) than a person without PTSD [2, 3], and among the addictive
drugs consumed by PTSD patients, cannabis use is second only to
alcohol [2]. Many clinical studies suggest that patients use cannabis
as self-medication to cope with PTSD symptoms [4–6]. However,
some studies offer contrary data, that cannabis use exacerbates
PTSD symptoms and treatment outcomes [7, 8].
In parallel with these clinical studies, preclinical research shows

that prior exposure to stressful events increases behavioral
responses to subsequent drug administration and facilitates the
acquisition of cocaine, alcohol and heroin self-administration
[9–11]. These studies suggest that stress and drug use share
common neural substrates [12, 13]. In support, both addictive
drug use and acute stress exposure induce long-lasting neuroa-
daptations in glutamatergic transmission in the nucleus accum-
bens core (NAcore), including increases in AMPA glutamate
receptor signaling and dendritic spine density, and decreased
function and expression of astroglial glutamate transporters (GLT-
1) [9]. Moreover, clinical studies using N-acetylcysteine (NAC) as
treatment proved effective at reducing symptoms of PTSD and/or

drug craving by restoring the levels of GLT-1 [14–16]. Also, when
acute stress is paired with a conditioned stimulus (CS), the stress-
CS reinstates drug seeking for cocaine, alcohol, and heroin, and
NAC pretreatment prevents this reinstatement [10, 11]. While
there is substantial preclinical work on neurobiological interac-
tions between stress and many classes of addictive drug, there are
no studies on interactions between stress and cannabis use.
The aim of this study was to use a rodent model of acute stress

and cannabis self-administration to determine whether cannabis
and stress produce adaptations in NAcore that alter drug seeking
and conditioned stress-induced coping behaviors. Accordingly, a
distinct odor was paired with a single restraint stress session
followed 3 weeks later by self-administration of a mixture of
cannabinoids (delta9-tetrahydrocanabinol+cannabidiol; THC+
CBD) [17]. Employing this model, we investigated the impact of
acute stress-CS on cannabis seeking using extinction training
followed by cannabis cue-induced reinstatement and whether
NAC treatment prevented reinstatement. We also examined the
effect of cannabis use on behavioral coping strategies using a
defensive burying task (DBT). Finally, cue-induced drug seeking is
associated with transient expansion of dendritic spine heads in
NAcore [18], and we quantified the effect of cannabis use and
stress-CS on NAcore dendritic spine morphology.
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METHODS
Animals
Male and female Sprague–Dawley rats (~250 g; Charles River Laboratories)
were paired housed with a 12:12 h dark/light cycle with food and water
available ad libitum. The animals were 2 months old and all experiments
occurred in the light cycle. Rats were allowed to acclimate to the vivarium
for one week. All procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use
Committee of the Medical University of South Carolina and performed in
accordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines.

Acute restraint stress and scent exposure
The acute stress group was restrained for 2 h in a restraining device paired
with an odor cue (lemon or sandalwood; Sun essential, Phoenix, AZ, USA)
using a counter balanced design, that became the stress-CS. Sham rats
were exposed to the same odors in the home-cage for 2 h, this odor is
termed sham-CS. The neutral odor stimulus (NS) was an odor different
from the one associated with stress (stress group) or added to the home-
cage (sham group). Two weeks after the acute stress or sham, rats were
implanted with indwelling catheters as previously described [17], and the
following week animals started self-administration.

THC+ CBD self-administration and extinction
Following surgery, rats were exposed to 5 days of THC+ CBD vapor in 10:1
ratio as previously described [17]. This ratio of cannabinoids was found to
be more reinforcing than THC alone using self-administration or
conditioned place preference protocol [17, 19]. THC+ CBD self-
administration depends on CB1-receptor stimulation [17]. Before THC+
CBD self-administration, food was restricted to 25 g standard chow 24 h
before two sessions of food training (2 h/session). Following food training,
rats had food ad libitum. Rats then underwent daily 90min THC+ CBD
self-administration sessions on a fixed ratio 1 schedule. Active lever presses
delivered 0.4+ 0.04mg/kg (day 1–5) and 0.2+ 0.02mg/kg (day 6–15) THC
+ CBD and were paired with cues (light+ tone) followed by a 20-s timeout.
A discrimination index was calculated: (active lever presses− inactive lever
presses)/(active lever presses+ inactive lever presses) where 0 equals no
discrimination and 1 equals complete discrimination]. After 15 days of self-
administration, rats underwent 10 days of extinction where active lever
presses no longer resulted in delivery of drug or cues. Following self-
administration and extinction, male rats were assigned to a reinstatement
experiment (Fig. 2) or a defensive burying experiment (Fig. 3). Female rats
were only tested in the reinstatement experiment after stress and THC+
CBD self-administration.

N-acetylcysteine treatment and reinstatement
Male rats assigned to the reinstatement experiment received daily
injections of saline (Veh) or NAC (100mg/kg, ip; Sigma‐Aldrich, St. Louis,
Missouri) four days before the first reinstatement test. NAC was dissolved
in saline and the pH was adjusted to 7.2. Veh and NAC were administered
2 h prior to the extinction or reinstatement session.

No drug cue reinstatement. Rats were first exposed to the CS and NS in a
within-subject crossover design, without drug-associated cues, and with
two days of extinction between each test. The odors were placed in
operant chambers from 5min before the beginning of the test until its
completion. Lever presses were monitored under extinction condition for
90min.

With drug cue. Rats were then exposed to the CS and NS in a within-
subject crossover design with drug-associated cues present. Two days of
extinction between testin was performed. The odors were placed in
operant chambers from 5min before the beginning of the test until its
completion. Lever presses were monitored during cued-reinstatement for
90min.

Defensive burying
The DBT was used to evaluate the coping strategies in response to the
stress-CS or a NS as previously described in [20]. Briefly, a standard home-
cage (18.5 × 10 × 8.5) was divided in two zones of equal area: the bedding
and the odor cue zones. Bedding was placed in one half of the cage
opposite to a dish containing the odor. Each rat was placed facing away
from the odor on the bedding side of the cage. Behavior was digitally
recorded for 15min and several stress-related parameters were quantified

using Ethovision XT software (Leesburg, VA, USA). These parameters
include: the burying index (the percentage of the odor cue zone covered
by the bedding), immobility-burying ratio (time spent immobile/time spent
burying), grooming and defecation.

Dendritic spine quantification
NAcore tissue slices and dendritic spine labeling procedure were
performed as previously described [20](SI Methods). DiI-labeled dendrites
were imaged on a laser scanning confocal microscope, Carl Zeiss LSM 880
with Airscan (Oberkochen, Germany) at ×63 (520 × 1532 frame; 0.23 μm/Z
step). Following deconvolution, a 3-D perspective was rendered by the
Filament module of Imaris software package version 8 (Bitplane; Saint Paul,
MN). Only spines on dendrites beginning >75 μm and ending <200 μm
distal to the soma and after the first branch point were quantified on cells
localized to the NAcore.

Statistical analyses
All data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism, Version 9 (GraphPad
Software, La Jolla, CA). Three outliers identified with ROUT (Q= 1%) were
omitted from all dependent variables in Figs. 1 and 3, and eight rats were
not able to be processed for dendritic spine morphology due to procedural
problems (Fig. 4). Self-administration and reinstatement data were
analyzed using two-way or three-way repeated measures ANOVA followed
by Sidak’s or Bonferroni post hoc analysis. Defensive burying data
were evaluated using two-way ANOVAs with Sidak’s post hoc comparison.
Spine morphology was analyzed using two-way ANOVA, and cumulative
frequency distribution were analyzed by Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. See
Supplementary Methods and Tables S1 and S2 for complete statistical and
methodological information.

RESULTS
Acute restraint stress increased THC+ CBD self-administration
Male Sprague–Dawley rats were exposed to restraint stress (n=
39) or sham (n= 21) for 2 h and simultaneously exposed to an
odor (sandalwood or lemon oil scent, crossover design). Three
weeks after the stress, rats were trained to self-administer THC+
CBD for 15 days followed by 10 days of extinction training
(Fig. 1A). After the extinction period, some rats were examined for
reinstatement of drug seeking and others for DBT (Fig. 1A).
Stressed rats pressed more on the active lever over the 15 days of
self-administration than sham rats (group: F1,58= 4.83, p= 0.031;
days: F8.023,465.3= 5.63, p < 0.001) (Fig. 1B). Stressed rats also
consumed more THC+ CBD than sham (group: F1,58= 10.88, p=
0.0017; days: F8.892,515.7= 2.01, p= 0.037) (Fig. 1C). Animals in the
sham and stress groups showed equivalent discrimination
between the active and inactive levers (Fig. 1D). No differences
were measured between groups on the active lever presses during
extinction training (Fig. 1E).
To determine if females showed the same effects as males on

cannabis consumption we examined a cohort of female rats
treated as in Fig. 1A. Female rats had higher intake of THC+ CBD
than males, and unlike males the females did not show
augmented intake in stress versus sham rats (Fig. S1).

Cannabinoid withdrawal promoted drug seeking to a neutral
stimulus
During THC+ CBD self-administration, drug infusions were
paired with a light/tone Pavlovian cue, and after extinction
training some rats (21 stressed and 13 sham rats) underwent
90 min of odor-induced reinstatement with or without the
drug-associated cues (Fig. 2A). Each group was split into
vehicle and NAC treatment group so that there was no
difference in THC+ CBD consumption between NAC and
vehicle (Fig. S2). NAC was examined because of its ability to
increase glutamate transport and thereby inhibit reinstated
drug seeking for all addictive drugs examined, including THC+
CBD [17, 21]. Also, NAC prevents stress-induced increases in
cocaine and alcohol reinstatement [10]. Four days before the
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first reinstatement test and during extinction training, rats
began daily injections of NAC (100 mg/kg, ip) or vehicle (saline)
(Fig. 2A). The first two reinstatement tests were in the absence
of drug cues. Rats were exposed to either the stress-CS odor
previously associated with the stressful or sham experience, or
a novel odor stimulus (NS), using a randomized crossover
design. For sham rats, the NS was a novel odor and the CS was
an odor added to the home-cage during sham conditioning.
For stress rats the NS was a novel different odor from the CS
associated with stress. Stress-NS rats reinstated active lever
pressing. In contrast, neither the sham-NS nor stress-CS groups
reinstated compared to extinction baseline responding
(Fig. 2B). Next, the same rats were examined for drug cue-
induced reinstatement during which the light/tone cue
associated with THC+ CBD infusion was restored to the active
lever. While the drug cue reinstated THC+ CBD seeking in the
sham-NS and stress-NS groups, presenting the stress odor
blocked drug cue-induced reinstatement (Fig. 2B) (three-way
ANOVA for Fig. 2B overall interaction F3,51 = 3.65, p= 0.018; see
Table S1 for main effect and other interaction F values). Inactive
lever presses were not different between any treatment group
in Figs. 2B and S3A.
Reinstatement induced by stress-NS in the absence of drug cue

and by sham-NS and stress-NS groups in the presence of drug cue
was absent in rats pretreated with NAC (Fig. 2C) (three-way
ANOVA for Fig. 2C overall interaction F3,39= 0.91, p= 0.45; see

Table S1 for main effect and other interaction F values). Inactive
lever presses were not different between any treatment group in
Figs. 2C and S3B.
Akin to males, the stress-NS induced reinstatement in females in

the absence of drug cue, both the sham-NS and stress-NS groups
reinstated to drug cue, and stress-CS inhibiting drug cue-induced
reinstatement (Fig. S4A). Inactive lever presses were not different
between any treatment group in Fig. S4A, B.

Cannabinoid withdrawal altered stress-CS induced behavioral
coping strategies
The effect of THC+ CBD self-administration on stress-NS and
stress-CS promoting and reducing drug seeking, respectively, is in
marked contrast to other drugs, including alcohol, heroin and
cocaine, where a stress-NS has no effect on drug seeking and a
stress-CS precipitates drug seeking [10, 11]. We hypothesized that
cannabis use promoted the salience of the stress-CS such that it
immobilized rats thereby inhibiting drug seeking and increasing
the salience of the stress-NS to induce active coping behavior,
including reinstating THC+ CBD seeking. To examine the
hypothesis that THC+ CBD self-administration had altered stress
responding, we employed a modified DBT to estimate changes in
active (burying) and passive (immobility) coping strategies, and
other behavioral parameter as grooming and defecation that have
been associated with stress responses [22–24]. Because male and
female rats showed equivalent responses to stress-NS and -CS, to

Fig. 1 Acute restraint stress potentiated THC+ CBD use. A Experimental timeline outlining THC+ CBD self-administration and extinction.
B Acute restraint stress increased the active lever pressing during THC+ CBD self-administration in males (see Fig. S3 for females). C Stressed
male rats took more THC+ CBD compared with sham tween the active (THC+ CBD infusion) and inactive (no consequence) levers during the
last 5 days animals. D There were no differences between the sham and stress groups in discriminating be of self-administration (SA). The
dotted line represents a 2:1 ratio of active to inactive. E Time course of active lever presses during extinction. Data are shown as mean ± SEM.
Number of animals is expressed in brackets. *p < 0.05, comparing stress to sham.
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conserve animals only male rats were exposed to stress or sham
plus odor, trained to self-administer THC+ CBD and extinguished
for this series of experiments (Fig. 1A). To establish baseline
responses in the DBT, some rats went through a parallel yoked
vehicle self-administration/extinction protocol (Fig. S5; stress n=
16 and sham n= 8). After extinction training, stressed rats were
divided into stress-CS and stress-NS groups such that the groups
did not differ in THC+ CBD consumption (Fig. S6). Rats were then
exposed to either stress-CS or -NS in a 15 min DBT session and
sacrificed immediately afterwards for quantifying dendritic spine
morphology in NAcore (Fig. 3A). Compared to vehicle, THC+ CBD
self-administration increased the burying index in both the sham-
CS and stress-NS groups and reduced the burying index in the
stress-CS group (the percentage of the odor cue zone covered by
the bedding, see “Methods” for details) (interaction: F2,44= 9.80,
p < 0.001, see Table S1 for main effect and other interaction
F values) (Fig. 3B). Similarly, the percent of total time spent
burying was elevated after THC+ CBD in the stress-NS group and
reduced in the stress-CS group compared to vehicle rats
(interaction: F2,44= 6.34, p= 0.004) (Fig. 3C). Conversely, the
percent time spent immobile was elevated after THC+ CBD in
the stress-CS group (interaction: F2,44= 7.86, p= 0.001) (Fig. 3D).
The overall effect of THC+ CBD on burying and immobilization is
revealed in the ratio of time spent immobilized:burying (Fig. 3E).

The stress-NS group had a reduced ratio and the stress-CS group
had an elevated ratio after THC+ CBD use compared to vehicle
(interaction: F2,44= 4.16, p= 0.022). Two other measures asso-
ciated with stress responses are grooming and defecation [23, 24].
Stress-CS increased grooming after THC+ CBD (interaction:
F2,44= 8.68, p= 0.001) (Fig. 3F) and there was a drug effect of
THC+ CBD to increase the number of fecal pellets (drug: F1,44=
10.29, p= 0.002) (Fig. 3G).

Cannabinoid withdrawal prevented the structural plasticity
induced by the stress-CS
The NAcore is embedded in brain circuitry underpinning the
translation of salient environmental stimuli into adaptive beha-
vioral responses [16]. Acute restraint stress induces enduring
increases in dendritic spine density in NAcore neurons and stress-
CS increases spine head diameter [20]. Moreover, the increase in
spine density may contribute to resilience in behavioral respond-
ing to stress-CS since the increase in spine density is positively
correlated with stress coping behavior (burying) [25]. To
determine if THC+ CBD use altered the effects of acute restraint
stress and subsequent stress-CS exposure, rats were sacrificed
immediately after the 15min DBT session in Fig. 3 and brain slices
containing NAcore were diolistically labeled with a membrane
targeted dye (DiI) to quantify dendritic spine morphology in

Fig. 2 Stress-CS prevented cue-induced THC+ CBD seeking. A Experimental timeline outlining the reinstatement protocol. B The neutral
stimulus induced cannabis seeking in stressed rats in the absence of drug cues, and the stress-CS prevented drug cue-induced reinstatement.
C NAC treatment blocked reinstated behavior in all groups. Data are shown as mean ± SEM. Each dot in bar represents a rat and the number of
rats is expressed in brackets (B, sham N= 6, stress N= 13. C, sham N= 7, stress N= 8). *p < 0.05, compared to extinction within each group
using a Bonferroni post hoc analysis.
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Fig. 3 THC+ CBD exacerbated the salience of the stress-CS. A Experimental timeline outlining the defensive burying task after rats had
received stress/sham followed by vehicle or THC+ CBD self-administration (see timeline in Fig. 1A for this portion of the experiment). B The
stress-CS reduced and the NS increased the burying index in rats that self-administered THC+ CBD. C The stress-CS reduced and stress-NS
increased the percent time spent burying in rats that self-administered THC+ CBD. D The stress-CS increased the time spent immobile in rats
that self-administered THC+ CBD. E The stress-CS increased and stress-NS reduced the immobility-burying ratio in rats that self-administered
THC+ CBD. F The stress-CS increased the grooming in rats that self-administered THC+ CBD. G Rats trained to self-administer THC+ CBD
defecated more than vehicle rats. Data are shown as mean ± SEM. Each dot in bar represents an analyzed animal. Number of rats is expressed
in D. *p < 0.05 compared to Sham-CS within each drug group using a Sidak post hoc; #p < 0.05 comparing THC+ CBD to vehicle within each
stress/sham group.
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NAcore neurons (Fig. 4A, B). THC+ CBD self-administration
decreased spine density compared to vehicle rats, and acute
restraint stress produced an enduring elevation in spine density
compared to sham (Fig. 4C) (vehicle vs THC+ CBD: F1,167= 25.21,
p < 0.001; group: F2,167= 6.53, p= 0.001). The cumulative fre-
quency plots show that the reduction in spine density by THC+
CBD self-administration occurred in all three stress groups
(Fig. 4D).
Exposure to the stress-CS increased the spine head diameter in

the vehicle group and this effect of stress-CS was abolished after
THC+ CBD self-administration (interaction: F2,167= 8.14, p <
0.001). Accordingly, the cumulative frequency plot reveals that
THC+ CBD reduced the spine head diameter after sham-CS and
stress-CS compared with vehicle (Fig. 4E, F).
Potential relationships between coping behaviors in the DBT

and spine morphology were examined using Pearson’s correlation

analysis (Fig. 5 and Table S2). As with our previous publication [25],
in vehicle-control rats active coping (burying index) was positively
correlated with both spine density and head diameter (Fig. 5A, B).
This correlation was lost in THC+ CBD rats (Table S2). Also, spine
head diameter was negatively correlated to the immobility-
burying ratio in THC+ CBD rats (Fig. 5C). Together, these data
indicate that the decrease in spine density and lack of stress-CS
induced increase in head diameter in THC+ CBD rats was
associated with increased passive relative active stress coping
behaviors.

DISCUSSION
Using a combination of a conditioned stress and cannabis self-
administration, we showed that acute restraint stress potentiated
THC+ CBD consumption in males, but not females. Moreover, in

Fig. 4 THC+ CBD self-administration reduced spine density in NAcore and prevented stress-CS from increasing spine head diameter.
A Example of a labeled neuron and a dendritic segment that was quantified. B Representative dendritic segments from each treatment group,
pseudocolored to match the data in C and D. C THC+ CBD decreased spine density in NAcore. D Cumulative frequency distribution of spine
density comparing THC+ CBD to vehicle rats for each group. E THC+ CBD abolished the stress-CS induced increase in spine head diameter.
F Cumulative frequency distribution of spine head diameter comparing THC+ CBD to vehicle rats for each group. Data are shown as mean ±
SEM. Each dot in bar represents an analyzed segment. N is shown as number of neurons quantified over number of animals in each condition.
*p < 0.05 compared to Sham-CS within each drug group using a Sidak post hoc; #p < 0.05 comparing THC+ CBD to vehicle within each stress/
sham group.
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stressed rats, THC+ CBD withdrawal promoted drug seeking and
active coping (defensive burying) in response to a neutral odor s
(stress-NS). In contrast, exposure to a stress conditioned odor
(stress-CS) inhibited both drug cue-induced THC+ CBD seeking and
active burying behavior while simultaneously increasing passive
coping behaviors such as the immobility, self-grooming and
defecation [23, 24]. THC+ CBD use reduced dendritic spine density
and prevented the capacity of stress-CS to increase dendritic spine
head diameter in NAcore. Surprisingly, THC+ CBD also promoted
generalization of stress responding to neutral stimuli not associated
with acute stress exposure, resulting in the stress-NS reinstating
THC+ CBD seeking and inducing active coping responses in the
DBT. Taken together, these data indicate that the use of cannabis
alters responding to stress conditioned stimuli by promoting passive
over active coping mechanisms, and causes generalization of
active coping responses to neutral stimuli. As discussed below, we
hypothesize that the THC+ CBD alterations in overall stress
responding may be related to enduring drug effects on dendritic
spine morphology and plasticity.

THC+ CBD promotes passive coping to stressful stimuli
Stress exposure reinstates drug seeking in rodents and drug
craving in humans [26, 27]. However, most animal studies use
exposure to a primary stressor to reinstate drug seeking [26].
Given that PTSD patients avoid re-exposure to the primary stressor
and that the symptoms of stress are triggered by environmental
stimuli [28, 29], we chose to evaluate a stress-CS previously paired
with a single restraint stress or a neutral odor (stress-NS).
Previously we found that stress-CS, but not stress-NS reinstated
drug seeking for cocaine and alcohol in the absence of drug-
associated cues [10, 11]. However, here we found that stress-CS
did not reinstate cannabinoid seeking and surprisingly prevented
THC+ CBD cue-induced reinstatement. Moreover, THC+ CBD
enabled a stress-NS to initiate drug seeking in the absence of
THC+ CBD-conditioned cues. Importantly, these contrary effects
of the stress-NS and stress-CS after THC+ CBD use were observed
in both male and female rats.
From these experiments, we hypothesized that cannabis use

promoted the salience of the stress-CS such that it immobilized
rats and inhibited drug cue-induced seeking and promoted the
salience of the stress-NS sufficiently to initiate THC+ CBD seeking
in the absence of drug cues. We used a DBT [22] to more directly
monitor stress coping strategies where an active coping strategy
consists of burying the stress-CS source and a passive coping
strategy involves a profile of behaviors that contribute to avoiding
direct confrontation with the stressor (immobilization, grooming
and defecation) [22–24]. We found that rats trained to self-

administer THC+ CBD showed greater active coping than vehicle
trained rats when presented with an NS. This stress coping profile
was reversed in the presence of the stress-CS where THC+ CBD
rats showed reduced active burying and an increase in passive
coping behaviors including immobility-burying ratio, grooming
and defecation. In animals, passive coping in the DBT is associated
with higher activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis
(increased plasma levels of corticosterone and ACTH) than active
coping strategies [30, 31] and we previously showed that
exposure to the CS during DBT increases corticosterone to a level
consistent with the original stressor [20]. Moreover, in humans,
passive coping strategies can exacerbate PTSD symptomology
[32, 33], suggesting that cannabis use may be exacerbating
reactivity to stressful stimuli.

THC+ CBD promotes generalizing stress responses to neutral
stimuli
A characteristic symptom of PTSD is the progressive generalization
of stress responses to previously neutral stimuli unrelated to stress
cues [34]. While exposure to the stress-NS did not affect reinstated
drug seeking in rats trained to self-administer cocaine or alcohol,
after THC+ CBD self-administration the stress-NS reinstated drug
seeking and promoted active coping strategies by increasing
burying and reducing the immobility-burying ratio. These data
indicate that cannabis use 49 be aggravating the cardinal
symptom of PTSD to generalize stress responding to stimuli
unassociated with stress [1, 35] and that cannabis use is distinct
from other addictive drugs in this regard [10, 11].

THC+ CBD disrupts compensatory plasticity in accumbens to
stress exposure
Stress is known to alter the structural plasticity in brain regions
involved in addictive behaviors [36]. For example, restraint stress
produces spine loss in medial prefrontal cortex [37, 38], and
increases spine density in amygdala and NAcore [25, 39, 40]. In
contrast, THC exposure reduces spine density in prefrontal cortex,
hippocampus and NAcore [17, 41, 42]. Here, we found a similar
reduction in NAcore spine density after self-administered THC+
CBD regardless of whether animals were sham or restraint stressed.
This effect of THC is in contrast with other addictive drugs that either
increase (cocaine, alcohol) or produce no change (heroin) in NAcore
dendritic spine density [18]. Moreover, in response to cues that
promote drug seeking, NAcore spine head diameter is increased in
animals trained to administer heroin, cocaine or alcohol [18]. We
observed a similar stress-CS increased spine head diameter in
vehicle rats. However, after THC+ CBD self-administration spine
head diameter decreased in response to the stress-CS.

Fig. 5 Correlations between spine density and head diameter and coping behaviors in the defensive burying task. A Positive correlation
between spine per μm and burying index during 15min of defensive burying task in vehicle-treated animals. B Positive correlation between
spine head diameter (μm) and burying index during 15min of defensive burying task in vehicle-treated animals. C Negative correlation
between spine head diameter and immobility:burying ratio. Spine morphology data is represented as the mean of segments by animal. Each
dot represents an animal.
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It is tempting to link the lack of increase in NAcore spine head
diameter by stress-CS in THC+ CBD trained rats with the lack of
stress-CS induced reinstatement and the increase in passive
relative to active coping responses. Supporting this possibility,
increased spine head diameter in NAcore is positively correlated
with cue-induced reinstatement of drug seeking [43], and the
stress-CS failed to increase drug seeking after THC+ CBD self-
administration. Moreover, the positive correlation between
head diameter or density and the burying index in vehicle rats
was absent in THC+ CBD trained rats suggesting that increases
in dendritic head diameter and density promotes active coping
to the stress-CS in vehicle-treated animals. Also, spine head
diameter was negatively correlated with the immobility-burying
ratio indicating that the reduction in spine head diameter by
the stress-CS in THC+ CBD rats may have contributed to the
stress-CS increases immobility relative to burying behavior. A
similar relationship was shown between decreased mature
dendrites in the amygdala after THC and a fear extinction deficit
in adolescent rats [44].

Potential clinical relevance
Cannabis has been suggested as a treatment for PTSD [45–47].
However, recent longitudinal studies showed that cannabis use is
associated with higher PTSD symptoms severity, including greater
traumatic thought intrusions [7, 8]. We demonstrated that the
enduring plasticity induced by a stressful event potentiated
cannabinoid consumption in male rats, consistent with clinical
studies that veterans diagnosed with PTSD and reporting higher
combat exposure are more likely to use cannabis [48, 49].
Moreover, we found that after THC+ CBD rats generalized active
stress coping responses to a neutral odor, consistent with a
cardinal symptom of PTSD to generalize stress responses to
previously neutral stimuli [1, 35]. Finally, our findings that daily
NAC treatment during cannabinoid withdrawal prevented the
generalization of stress responses to a neutral stimulus and
inhibited a neutral stimulus from inducing THC+ CBD seeking
complements a double-blind clinical trial showing that chronic
NAC treatment reduced both PTSD symptoms and drug craving in
veterans comorbid for PTSD and SUDs [14]. The potential
ameliorative action of NAC on PTSD symptoms may be related
to its capacity to elevate astroglial glutamate transporters (GLT-1)
since acute restraint stress reduces GLT-1 in the NAcore and
restoring GLT-1 prevented stress-induced increases in the
acquisition of cocaine self-administration [9]. However, NAC
effects on endocannabinoids may contribute to its ability to block
reinstatement since NAC increases anandamide concentrations in
striatum [50] and THC+ CBD self-administration lowers presynap-
tic CB1-receptor efficacy [51].

CONCLUSIONS
Given increasing use of cannabis to self-medicate PTSD, it is
urgent to understand the long-term impact of this drug on brain
circuitry and stress responding. We showed that a single stressful
event increased future cannabinoid consumption in male rodents,
and that cannabinoid use changed conditioned stress responses
and caused neutral stimuli to initiate active stress coping
strategies. Moreover, these cannabinoid-induced changes in stress
responses were associated with changes in the morphology of
neurons in the NAcore. Our data seem most consistent with the
clinical literature showing that cannabis use may be associated
with greater PTSD symptom severity.
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